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Talk videos

Videos of the various parts of this talk are also posted on YouTube at the 
following links

Part 1 – “Making optics we could not make”
https://youtu.be/jLbQlv5etto

Part 2 – “Waves, modes and communication in optics”
https://youtu.be/lUkk-bMMoVk 

Part 3 – “A fundamentally new way of looking at optics”
https://youtu.be/m78OVEfDy4A

An additional talk part (not presented at the meeting) is also available
”Why can’t we focus more tightly? Modes, diffraction and sum rules”

https://youtu.be/8oMONFyEq_M
Slides for all four parts are included in posted set of slides
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Simple optical components – a mirror

We “design” a plane mirror
by choosing its angle

so it takes a beam of one angle
and changes it into a beam of 

another angle
For another beam at another angle

the mirror changes it to a beam of yet 
another angle

but we have no independent control 
over what happens for the second 

beam



Simple optical components – a lens

We design a lens
by choosing its index and curvatures

so it takes a plane wave in one 
direction

and focuses it to a spot
For another plane wave in another direction

the lens focuses it to another spot
but we have no independent control 

over what happens for the second 
beam



Simple “thin” optical components
This kind of behavior is general for “thin” optical components 

e.g., thin holograms, diffractive optical elements
spatial light modulators, adaptive optics
metasurfaces

We design them to perform some useful function for one 
input beam

but we have no independent control 
of what happens for other beams

So these are not “arbitrary” optical components



Example - Separating overlapping beams

Suppose we have two different 
(orthogonal) beams

e.g., from an optical fiber
such as 

a “single bump” beam

and 
a “two bump” beam

fieldintensity



Example - Separating overlapping beams

Mathematically, 
two (non-zero) beams are 
“orthogonal” if

Here, the product of the 
single-bump beam and the 
two-bump beam
would be negative in the top 
half

but positive in the bottom half
so the resulting integral 
would be zero

fieldintensity
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Example - Separating overlapping beams

If both of these beams emerge simultaneously from the fiber
how can we separate them 

for example to different fibers
without loss?

“loss-less” 
mode 

separator
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If both of these beams emerge simultaneously from the fiber
how can we separate them 

for example to different fibers
without loss?

Example - Separating overlapping beams

“loss-less” 
mode 

separator
+ =



In situations with
fixed
highly symmetric beams

good specific low-loss separation solutions are known

But for general cases
of lower symmetry and/or higher complexity

or where the beams change in time
general solutions have not been known

Example - Separating overlapping beams

“loss-less” 
mode 

separator
+ =



Dividing the beam into “patches”

We can approach the beam-separation problem
by presuming it will be good enough 

to imagine that we can divide the beam 
into a finite number of “patches”



Dividing the beam into “patches”

We can approach the beam-separation problem
by presuming it will be good enough 

to imagine that we can divide the beam 
into a finite number of “patches”

We treat each of these patches
as if it was approximately uniform

in intensity and 
in phase

At least with a sufficiently large number of 
patches

this could be a good enough approximation
and “sampling loss” may be small



Dividing the beam into “patches”

Even relatively small numbers of 
patches

are sufficient to distinguish 
beams of low or moderate 
complexity
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Separating beams

So, by dividing the beam into patches
we may be able to approximate the 
problem 
by one of finite dimensions

Indeed, the approach discussed here
will only be practical for problems 
of limited dimensionality
e.g., 10’s or possibly 100’s 



Separating beams

But still, even in principle
how can we separate these beams?

To see this
we need to look at a way of building 
optical systems out of 
interferometers

Let’s start now by looking at a simple 
“Mach-Zehnder” interferometer
and how we can build up useful 
circuits by combining them



Nulling a Mach-Zehnder output

Consider a waveguide Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI)
formed from two “50:50” beam 
splitters
and at least two phase shifters

one, , to control the relative 
phase of the two inputs

a second, , to control the relative 
phase on the interferometer 
“arms”

beam splitters

 



Nulling a Mach-Zehnder output

In such an MZI with 50:50 
beamsplitters
for any relative input amplitudes and 
phases 
we can “null” out the power at the 
bottom output

by two successive single-
parameter power minimizations
first, using 
second, using 

 



“Diagonal line” self-aligning coupler

Minimize the power in detector D1 
by adjusting the corresponding 

and then 
putting all power in the upper output

 

 

 

D1

D2

D3

“Self-aligning universal 
beam coupler,” Opt. Express 

21, 6360 (2013)



“Diagonal line” self-aligning coupler

Minimize the power in detector D2 
by adjusting the corresponding 

and then 
putting all power in the upper output

 

 

 

D1

D2

D3

“Self-aligning universal 
beam coupler,” Opt. Express 

21, 6360 (2013)



“Diagonal line” self-aligning coupler

Minimize the power in detector D3 
by adjusting the corresponding 

and then 
putting all power in the upper output

 

 

 

D1

D2

D3

“Self-aligning universal 
beam coupler,” Opt. Express 

21, 6360 (2013)



Self-aligning beam coupler

Grating couplers could 
couple a free-space beam 
to a set of waveguides
Then
we could automatically 
couple all the power to 
the one output guide

This could run continuously
tracking changes in the 
beam “Self-aligning universal 

beam coupler,” Opt. Express 
21, 6360 (2013)

Grating couplers

Photodetectors

Output waveguide
Top view

Perspective 
view

Optional lenslet array



Self-aligning beam coupler

This is an interesting device itself
and has several different uses
 tracking an input source

both in angle and focusing
 correcting for aberrations
 analyzing amplitude and phase 

of the components of a beam
 …

But how does it help us separate 
beams?



Separating multiple orthogonal beams

Once we have aligned beam 1 to output 1 using detectors D11 – D13
an orthogonal input beam 2 would pass entirely into the detectors 

D11 – D13 
If we make these detectors mostly transparent

this second beam would pass into the second diagonal “row”
where we self-align it to output 2 using detectors D21 – D22

separating two overlapping orthogonal beams to separate outputs

1
2
3
4

11
12

13
14 23

22
21

1
2D11

D12
D13

D21
D22

Input beam(s) 
(sampled into 
waveguides)

Output 
beams

“Self-aligning 
universal beam 
coupler,” Opt. 

Express 21, 6360 
(2013)



Separating multiple orthogonal beams

D22

M11

M12

M13

M14

D11

D12

D13

M22 D21
M23 M32

M31

M21

D31

1

2
3

4

1

2
3

4

Adding more rows and self-alignments
separates a number of orthogonal beams 

equal to the number of beam “segments”, here, 4
Note: it is possible to set this up with only detectors at the outputs

though then we may need to “tear down” the network to reconfigure it

“Self-aligning 
universal beam 
coupler,” Opt. 

Express 21, 6360 
(2013)

Input beam(s) 
(sampled into 
waveguides)

Output 
beams



Separating multiple orthogonal beams

D22

M11

M12

M13

M14

D11

D12

D13

M22 D21
M23 M32

M31

M21

D31

1

2
3

4

1

2
3

4

If we put identifying “tones” on each orthogonal input “beam”
and have the corresponding diagonal row of detectors look for that tone

then the mesh can continually adapt to the orthogonal inputs
even when they are all present at the same time

and even if they change

“Self-aligning 
universal beam 
coupler,” Opt. 

Express 21, 6360 
(2013)

Input beam(s) 
(sampled into 
waveguides)

Output 
beams
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Morichetti, “Unscrambling light –
automatically undoing strong 
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Universal optical components

Note this is an example of exactly 
what we discussed at the beginning
An optical component that allows 
us to choose exactly what we do
with each different (orthogonal) 
input

We can choose any mapping we like 
between the inputs and the outputs



Universal optical components

The circuits we have discussed allow any 
unitary (i.e. “loss-less”) optical function
equivalent to any unitary matrix between 
inputs and outputs

This is quite beyond what we could do 
before with optics, where we were
restricted to specific mappings

such as imaging or Fourier transforms
Extensions of the ideas presented here can 
implement any linear transform
including non-unitary ones



Universal optical components

These circuits are very well suited for 
implementation using silicon photonics
allowing much more complex circuits 
than we can otherwise imagine

Now we can make circuits with hundreds 
of interferometers
and have them do what we want

which historically would have been 
quite impossible

Who would have wanted to try to align 
100 interferometers?



Applications and extensions

 self-aligning beam couplers
 tracking sources in angle and focus
 automatic separation of modes
 automatic analysis of the full amplitude and phase of an input 

field
 correcting imperfections and removing aberrations
 phase conjugation
 undoing scattering

including potential real-time self-configuration
e.g., for undoing atmospheric turbulence or mode scattering 

in fibers
 finding the best channels for communications



Applications and extensions

 self-calibrating, self-correcting and self-stabilizing complex optical 
systems

 calibrating and programming other optical circuits and architectures
 arbitrary linear transforms
 mathematical equation solving
 linear optical quantum circuits
 optical neural networks
 r.f. photonics
 new ways of sensing where we look for the features we want, and 

can adapt and program those to the application
“superpixels”

e.g., microscopy



Programmable photonics

These circuits are examples of a new 
class of photonic systems
Programmable photonics

This is a whole new field of optics
joining new insights into optical 
systems
and technology capable of 
substantial complexity

with architectures and algorithms, 
capable of exploiting and 
controlling that complexity



Some references for this talk
Bogaerts et al. “Programmable photonic circuits,” Nature 586, 207–216 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-

020-2764-0 https://rdcu.be/b8caY 
“Analyzing and generating multimode optical fields using self-configuring networks,” Optica 7, 794-801 (2020) 

https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.391592
Pai et al., "Parallel programming of an arbitrary feedforward photonic network," IEEE J. Sel. Top. Quantum 

Electron. 25, 6100813 (2020) https://doi.org/10.1109/JSTQE.2020.2997849 
Milanizadeh et al., “Recursive MZI mesh for integral equation implementation,” ECIO 2020 (online conference), 

Session 10 – Programmable, Reconfigurable Integrated Photonics and Neural Networks, June 24, 2020 
https://www.ecio-conference.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/10-Maziyar-Milanizadeh-Recursive-MZI-mesh-
for-integral-equation-implementation-ECIO-2020.pdf

Choutagunta et al., “Adapting Mach-Zehnder Mesh Equalizers in Direct-Detection Mode-Division-Multiplexed 
Links,” J. Lightwave Technol. 38, 723 (2020) https://doi.org/10.1109/JLT.2019.2952060

Milanizadeh et al., “Manipulating Free-space Optical Beams with a Silicon Photonic Mesh,” 2019 IEEE Photonics 
Society Summer Topical Meeting Series (SUM), Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 8-10 July 2019, Paper WE1.1 
https://doi.org/10.1109/PHOSST.2019.8795053

"Setting up meshes of interferometers – reversed local light interference method," Opt. Express 25, 29233 (2017) 
https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.25.029233 
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Some references for this talk
Annoni et al., “Unscrambling light – automatically undoing strong mixing between modes,” Light Science & 

Applications 6, e17110 (2017) https://doi.org/10.1038/lsa.2017.110 
Wilkes et al., "60  dB high-extinction auto-configured Mach–Zehnder interferometer," Opt. Lett. 41, 5318 (2016) 

“Perfect optics from imperfect components,” Optica 2, 747 (2015) http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.41.005318
“Perfect optics with imperfect components," Optica 2, 747-750 (2015) https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.2.000747
“Sorting out light,” Science 347, 1423 (2015) https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aaa6801
“Establishing optimal wave communication channels automatically,” J. Lightwave Technol. 31, 3987 (2013) 

https://doi.org/10.1109/JLT.2013.2278809
“Reconfigurable add-drop multiplexer for spatial modes,” Opt. Express 21, 20220 (2013) 

https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.21.020220 
"Self-configuring universal linear optical component," Photon. Res. 1, 1 (2013) 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.1.000001 
“Self-aligning universal beam coupler,” Opt. Express 21, 6360 (2013) https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.21.006360 
"How complicated must an optical component be?" J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 30, 238-251 (2013) 

https://doi.org/10.1364/JOSAA.30.000238
"All linear optical devices are mode converters," Opt. Express 20, 23985 (2012) 

https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.20.023985
See also “Waves, modes, communications and optics” Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679-825 (2019) 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AOP.11.000679 
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Modal optics

We want a “modal” optics
to give the “right” way to describe optical systems

The optimal sets of functions
which even have basic physical laws that apply only to them

that give the most economical way to describe systems
including the “right” number of the “right” functions

To do this properly
we need to move beyond “resonator” and “waveguide” modes

and even beyond standard “beams”

Ray optics Imaging 
optics

Fourier 
optics

Full electro-
magnetic 
simulation

Modal optics

Beams

Resonator 
modes

Waveguide 
modes

“Waves, modes, 
communications and 

optics,” Adv. Opt. 
Photon. 11, 679-825 

(2019)



We are used to modes for
resonators
propagating modes in waveguides

We like “modes” because they are 
economical

We can use a few mode 
amplitudes

not fields at every point
We can often “count” modes 

meaningfully 

A different way of thinking about modes and waves

S



Modes have very useful mathematical 
properties, e.g., 

orthogonality
completeness

We can give a definition of a mode

A different way of thinking about modes and waves

A mode is an eigenfunction of an
eigen problem describing a 

physical system

S



But when we look generally at 
communications with waves
or scatterers, optical devices, or 

nanostructures 
we need a different kind of 
“mode” that looks at  
 “source” or input spaces
 and “receiving” or output 

spaces

A different way of thinking about modes and waves

“Waves, modes, communications 
and optics,” Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 

679-825 (2019)

Source 
volume

Receiving 
volume

Device, object 
or scatterer



They are “modes” in two spaces
not one space

They are not the “beams” 
between the spaces

A different way of thinking about modes and waves

“Waves, modes, communications 
and optics,” Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 

679-825 (2019)

Source 
volume

Receiving 
volume

Device, object 
or scatterer



To set up the mathematics of this problem
we consider two spaces

A source or input volume VS (rigorously, a Hilbert space HS )
containing the possible source functions

written using a Dirac notation for convenience, e.g., 
A receiving or output volume VR (rigorously a Hilbert space HR )

containing the possible wave functions
written using a Dirac notation for convenience, e.g., 

Communication modes

S R
Source or 

input volume 
or space HS

VS Receiving or 
output volume 

or spaceHR

VR

S

R



The sources in the input space give waves in the receiving space 
through some coupling operator

For free space, this would be based on a free-space Green’s function
such as a scalar monochromatic Green’s function

giving the wave at point rR in the receiving space from the 
point source at rS in the source space

Communication modes

   exp1;
4

R S
R S

R S

ik
G 


 



r r
r r

r r

Source or 
input volume 

or space

Receiving or 
output volume 

or space
S R

SRG

SRG
HS HR

VS VR



Choosing eigen problems

We want eigen problems to get 
modes
but we need two eigen problems 
because we have two different 
spaces

But these are not just the usual eigen
problems of, say, 
a resonator in each volume

There is, however, a key mathematical 
trick we can use instead



Finding mode pairs

With the coupling operator GSR between the spaces
 for the source space, solve the eigen problem for 

the operator 

which gives an orthogonal set of 
source functions          

in HS

2†
SR SR Sj j Sjs G G

†
SR SRG G

Sj

Note:       is the Hermitian adjoint of       . As a matrix, it would be the complex 
conjugate of the transpose of the matrix. As a Green’s function, it is the complex 
conjugate, with the roles of “source” and “receiver” points interchanged.

†
SRG SRG



Finding mode pairs

With the coupling operator GSR between the spaces
 for the receiving space, solve the eigen problem for 

the operator

which gives an orthogonal set of 
wave functions         

in HR

(These problems have the same, positive eigenvalues        ) 

2†
SR SR Rj j Rjs G G

†
SR SRG G

Rj

2

js



Finding mode pairs

When we have done this, we find that 

So, the source eigenfunction 
generates the corresponding 
eigenfunction

the wave        in the receiving space 
with the coupling amplitude

Sj

Rj

js

SR Sj j Rjs G

We have established the communication 
mode pairs of functions



Finding mode pairs

Note that, by our definition of modes 

each one of these two sets of functions 
source functions 
received wave functions 

is a set of modes
The modes in one space are “paired” with those in the other

In practice, we only have to solve one of the two eigen problems
We can deduce the solutions to the other one from

Sj

Rj

“A mode is an eigenfunction of an eigen 
problem describing a physical system”

SR Sj j Rjs G



Singular value decomposition (SVD)

This mathematical process is actually
the singular value decomposition of the operator GSR

For any linear operator D 
at least as long as it is bounded, i.e., finite output for finite input

we can perform the singular value decomposition 
or equivalently 

U and V are unitary operators (    is automatically also unitary)
Ddiag is a diagonal operator with elements sm

which are called the singular values
are the columns of U (and are the rows of     )
are the columns of V

†
diagD = VD U m m m

m

s  D =

m
m m †U

†U



A sum rule

Note that, for the matrix elements gij of D
evaluated on any orthonormal basis sets 

the sum of the is the same as the sum of the
and we can usefully write this as the sum rule S

This sum rule is important below for many reasons
It can be evaluated without solving the problem

and it gives a limit on the number and strength of 
connections

2 2

q ij
q i j

S s g  

2

ijg
2

qs



Constructing examples with point sources and receivers

We can see how this works first for a finite number of point sources 
and receivers

e.g., loudspeakers at positions rS1, rS2, rS3, etc., in the source volume
and microphones at positions rR1, rR2, rR3, etc., in the receiving 

volume
Using the Green’s function, we can construct the resulting matrix to 

represent GSR

rS1

rS2

rS3…

rR1 rR2
rR3 …

Source volume Receiving volume

SRG

Coupling 
operator



3 sources and receivers

For these source and receiving points
using the Green’s function

gives the matrix (for unit wavelength )

Note that the sum of the modulus squared 
of the matrix elements is the sum rule 

Source 
points

Receiving 
points

rS1

rS2

rS3

rR1

rR2

rR3

5

2

y

z

   exp1;
4

R S
R S

R S

ik
G 


 



r r
r r

r r

1 0.7 0.6 0.64 0.45
1 0.7 0.6 1 0.7 0.6

62.83
0.64 0.45 0.7 0.6 1

SR

i i
i i
i i

    
       

     

G

 27.67 / 62.83S 



With this matrix, the orthogonal eigenvectors of              are 

and the corresponding eigenvectors of              are

which in this symmetric problem are the complex 
conjugates of the source vectors 

though that is not generally the case

Communications modes for 3 sources and receivers

1

0.41
0.81 0.1

0.41
S i

 
    
  

2

0.71
0

0.71
S

 
   
  

3

0.58
0.57 0.07

0.58
S i

 
   
  

†
SR SRG G

†
SR SRG G

1
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0.81 0.1

0.41
R i

 
    
  

2

0.71
0

0.71
R

 
   
  

3

0.58
0.57 0.07

0.58
R i

 
   
  



These solutions are essentially unique
There is only one set of such orthogonal channels

The modes are these (complex) drive and receive vectors
not the “beam” in between the sources and receivers

Communications modes for 3 sources and receivers

1
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S i

 
    
  

2
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0
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Singular values and the sum rule

The modulus squared of the singular values are the “power” 
coupling strengths

so the channels are not all equally strongly coupled
Note that

so the coupling strengths of these channels 
use up the sum rule 

2
1 2

3.41
62.83

s  2
2 2

2.89
62.83

s  2
3 2

1.37
62.83

s 

22 2
1 2 3 2 2 2 2

3.41 2.89 1.37 7.67
62.83 62.83 62.83 62.83

s s s S      



Using a communications mode

A given source vector gives 
the relative amplitudes and phases 

to drive the three “loudspeakers” 
to drive a particular communications 

mode channel
And a given receiving vector gives 

the relative amplitudes and phases 
for adding up the signals from the 

microphones 
to receive a given communications 

mode channel

1

0.41
0.81 0.1

0.41
S i

 
    
  

1

0.41
0.81 0.1

0.41
R i

 
    
  



Controllable sources in optics

Optics does not easily have directly 
controlled point sources and 
receivers
But recent work with meshes of 
Mach-Zehnder interferometers
allows us to construct arbitrary 
vectors of superimposed 
amplitudes from separate sources



Waveguide

Phase shifter
/ 2 

/ 2 

2x2 interferometer 
and phase shifter 

block



Example Mach-Zehnder 2x2 
interferometer and phase shifter

Apparatus to use the three channels in optics

The source mesh generates vectors of output amplitudes for each channel
The receiving mesh separates the channels out again

ES1

ES3

ES2

S31S22

S11

S21
S13

S12

rS1

rS3

rS2

ESIn1

ESIn3

ESIn2

Source meshInput 
channels rR1

rR3

rR2

EROut1

EROut3

EROut2

R31R22

R11

R21
R13

R12

ER1

ER3

ER2

Receiving mesh Output 
channels

DM, Optica 7, 794 (2020)
DM, Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679 (2019) 
DM, Photon. Res. 1, 1 (2013)
DM, J. Lightwave Tech. 31, 3987 (2013) 



Continuing to larger problems

We can continue to look at larger 
problems
with more source and receiver 
points

See 
Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679-825 
(2019), pp. 706-730

for a variety of examples
with larger numbers of points and 
for 1D, 2D, and 3D source and 
receiver volumes



A paraxial example

Now consider a larger problem 



A paraxial example

We use 2 vertical lines of sources to eliminate backward waves 
for graphic clarity

and a single line of receivers
The dimensions here mean we are approximately “paraxial”



A paraxial example

The picture shows the cross-section of the intensity in the plane
here for the most strongly coupled communications mode 
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Paraxial heuristic number and paraxial degeneracy

This paraxial problem shows a number of strongly coupled modes
all approximately equally strongly coupled

up to ~ a “paraxial heuristic number” Nhy
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Paraxial heuristic number and paraxial degeneracy

This “paraxial heuristic number” Nhy

corresponds to the usual “diffraction limit” 
and we can call this ~ equality “paraxial degeneracy”
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Counting communications modes

Note that this communications 
modes approach
allows us to count the number of 
usable channels for communicating 
with optics

The results here are quite definite
and communications modes are 
unique



Counting communications modes

Once we have chosen the optical system
we have the answer to what are all the 
orthogonal channels for 
communication

Other than for accidental degeneracies
we get no more choice as to the 
orthogonal channels

We cannot create any additional 
orthogonal channels 
that are more strongly coupled than 
these



The number of possible optical channels (per 
polarization)
between two surfaces of areas A1 and A2

separated by a distance L
at a wavelength 

as limited by diffraction, is the product of 
the paraxial heuristic numbers for each 
direction

2 2
T R

H
A AN
L 



Extending paraxial heuristic to 2D surfaces

area AT

solid angle R

2 2 2
R T R T

C
A A AN

L 




transmitting surface receiving surface

solid angle T

area AR

L

2 2 2
T R T R

C
A A AN

L 




DM, JLT 35, 343 (2017) 



Orbital angular momentum beams

These conclusions are not changed if 
we “add” orbital angular momentum 
beams or modes

Orbital angular momentum 
is not an additional degree of 
freedom in optics beyond the 
existing spatial degrees of freedom



Orbital angular momentum beams

For usual optical systems
we can get just as many orthogonal 
channels using beams 
with no angular momentum at all

Proof 
Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679-825 
(2019), p. 757 



Solving other optical problems

Note this communications mode 
approach 
is not restricted to paraxial 
problems

It can handle near field problems as 
well
including the full electromagnetics



Solving other optical problems

Non-paraxial and near-field problems 
still show communications modes
and obey sum rules on the limited 
numbers of channels

The main difference is that in such 
problems 
the channels are not in general 
equally well coupled



SVD approach for waves

is a full introduction to the method 
and its results, including 
 functional analysis mathematics
 r.f., acoustic and optical examples
 several new “heuristic” behaviors 
 full electromagnetic and 

quantum extensions
 fundamental physical results

DM, “Waves, modes, communications 
and optics,” Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679-

825 (2019)



Some references for this talk

Main reference “Waves, modes, communications and optics” Adv. Opt. 
Photon. 11, 679-825 (2019) http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AOP.11.000679 

“Establishing optimal wave communication channels automatically,” J. 
Lightwave Technol. 31, 3987 (2013) 
https://doi.org/10.1109/JLT.2013.2278809

“Communicating with Waves Between Volumes – Evaluating Orthogonal 
Spatial Channels and Limits on Coupling Strengths,” Appl. Opt. 39, 1681–
1699 (2000). https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.39.001681

"Spatial Channels for Communicating with Waves Between Volumes," Opt. 
Lett. 23, 1645-1647 (1998) https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.23.001645
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A fundamentally new way of 
looking at optics

David Miller
Stanford University



We can use singular value decomposition (SVD) 
for the more general case of a scatterer, optical device, or object

described by some operator D

Mode-converter basis sets

Source or input 
volume or space

Receiving or output 
volume or spaceS R

HS HR

VS VR

Device, object 
or scatterer

D

"All linear optical devices are 
mode converters," Opt. Express 

20, 23985 (2012)



One immediate consequence is that
because we can perform the SVD of any linear operator D

we have what we can call 
the mode-converter basis sets of functions

a set of orthogonal source functions
that lead, one by one  

to a set of corresponding orthogonal received waves

Mode-converter basis sets

Source or input 
volume or space

Receiving or output 
volume or spaceS R

HS HR

VS VR

Device, object 
or scatterer

D

"All linear optical devices are 
mode converters," Opt. Express 

20, 23985 (2012)



In turn, that means that

there is a set of orthogonal channels through 
any linear scatterer

which are given by these mode-converter input and 
output function pairs

Mode-converter basis sets

Source or input 
volume or space

Receiving or output 
volume or spaceS R

HS HR

VS VR

Device, object 
or scatterer

D



Mode converter basis sets

This realization that any optical 
system can be represented using 
an orthogonal set of input functions

that map, one by one
to an orthogonal set of output 
functions

is quite a profound one in optics
It leads to new fundamental results

and a new way of making arbitrary 
optics



“Flipping round” the SVD

Now, we know that we can construct any 
unitary linear operator in optics
using a mesh of interferometers

And we now know we can perform the 
SVD of any linear optical system
which decomposes it mathematically 
into a product of three operators
a unitary, a diagonal and a unitary 

Can we take one more step
and emulate any linear operator with 
interferometer meshes?



SD1

SD2

SD3

SD4

M11

M12

M13

M14

WI1

WI2

WI3

WI4

D11

D12

D13

M22 D21
M23 M32

M31

M21

D22 D31 M11

M12

M13

M14

WO1

WO2

WO3

WO4

D11

D12

D13

M22D21
M23M32

M31

M21

D22D31

Self-aligning input coupler

Self-aligning output coupler
Modulators

Input 
waveguides

Output waveguides

General multiple mode converter

The self-aligning input coupler mesh on the left can couple any four orthogonal inputs
each to different single waveguides in the middle

This is a first, arbitrary “unitary matrix” multiplication
The amplitude and phase of this conversion can be controlled by the modulators in the middle

These modulators are implementing the singular values
Light in those single waveguides can be converted into any other set of four orthogonal outputs 

on the right 
by the self-aligning output coupler mesh on the right

This is the second arbitrary “unitary matrix” multiplication

"Self-configuring universal 
linear optical component," 

Photon. Res. 1, 1 (2013) 



General multiple mode converter

So, the optical “units” in the mesh implement the singular value 
decomposition

So, for an optical system of a given dimensionality
we can emulate any linear optical system

Note we are implementing an arbitrary linear optical component
by constructing it using its mode converter basis sets

†
diagD = VD U

†U

V
diagD

"Self-configuring universal 
linear optical component," 

Photon. Res. 1, 1 (2013) 



General multiple mode converter

The input mode converter basis functions are the ones that 
are converted to light in single waveguides in the middle

The output mode converter basis functions are the ones 
generated by light in a single waveguide in the middle

The coupling strengths from input to output mode-converter modes
are the singular values implemented by the modulators in the middle

†U

V
diagD

"Self-configuring universal 
linear optical component," 

Photon. Res. 1, 1 (2013) 



General multiple mode converter

This is the first proof that any linear optical component is possible in 
principle

and that any linear optical system can be factored into a set of 2-beam 
interferences

The proof is that we have shown how you can make it

†U

V
diagD

"Self-configuring universal 
linear optical component," 

Photon. Res. 1, 1 (2013) 



Linear optical machines and proofs

Because we can now imagine that we 
can make any linear optical machine 
we want
at least in principle

we can construct some proofs
deriving new basic laws in optics

We will illustrate this here
by proving a new “Kirchhoff” 
radiation law



Radiation laws

Kirchhoff’s radiation law states that 
the absorptivity of a surface

the fraction of the incident light power it absorbs at a given 
wavelength

must equal the emissivity of a surface
the amount of thermal radiation power it emits at a given 

wavelength, relative to the amount a black body would emit
This is required so that 

two bodies at the same temperature cannot exchange thermal 
radiation in such a way that one of them heats up the other one

which would violate the second law of thermodynamics



A “directional” Kirchhoff radiation law

This law is commonly extended also to state 
that

the absorptivity of a wave in a given 
direction incident on a surface

is equal to 
the emissivity back into the same 

direction
giving a “directional” radiation law

Object



Problems with Kirchhoff radiation laws

This “directional” derivation was done 
 neglecting diffraction

so it is not clear it applies to 
 small objects

such as wavelength-scale or smaller
 light beams

especially focused ones without a unique “direction”
 explicitly presuming reciprocity

so this directional law does not work for “non-reciprocal” 
objects which could, e.g., 

absorb nothing for light in one direction
while being able to emit in that direction

Object



Proof of a new radiation law

Because we know we can construct any 
linear optical machine
we know we can make one that 

maps the output from a single-mode 
black body 
to a given mode-converter input 
mode

and maps the resulting scattered 
output
which is all into the corresponding 
mode-converter output mode

back into the single-mode black body
DM, L. Zhou, S. Fan PNAS 114, 4336 (2017) 



Proof of a new radiation law

Some power from the black body B1 is 
absorbed by the object
the rest is scattered back to the black 
body B1
and no other power is scattered to B1

For equilibrium, the object must emit as 
much power as it absorbs
so the absorptivity of the input mode-
converter beam 
equals the emissivity into the 
corresponding output mode-
converter beam DM, L. Zhou, S. Fan PNAS 114, 4336 (2017) 



Proof of a new radiation law

Since this works for any specific pair 
of the mode-converter input and 
output functions
we obtain a new radiation law

valid including all effects of 
diffraction
and also, for the first time

for non-reciprocal optical 
devices

DM, L. Zhou, S. Fan PNAS 114, 4336 (2017) 



The absorptivity of any mode-
converter input mode of an 
object
is equal to the emissivity into 
the corresponding mode-
converter output mode

From this law
we can mathematically prove 
several other laws

Proof of a new radiation law

DM, L. Zhou, S. Fan PNAS 114, 4336 (2017) 



SVD and mode-converter sets
So we see that this approach of looking 
at optical systems using the concept of 
singular value decomposition
shows all linear optical devices are 
mode converters

shows there is a set of orthogonal 
channels through any linear optical 
system

shows any linear optical device can be 
emulated by two-beam 
interferometers

gives us a practical way of performing 
arbitrary linear operations

proves new fundamental laws



SVD and mode-converter sets

These laws also show that the mode-
converter basis sets 
in addition to being the most 
economical and complete description 
of a linear optical system
are of fundamental importance in 
optics
because there are basic physical laws 
that apply only to them

Mode-converter basis sets are the “right” 
fundamental description for linear 

optical objects and devices



Some references for this talk
Main reference “Waves, modes, communications and optics” Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 

679-825 (2019) http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AOP.11.000679 

DM, L. Zhu, and S. Fan, “Universal modal radiation laws for all thermal emitters,” 
PNAS 114, 4336 (2017) http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1701606114

"Self-configuring universal linear optical component," Photon. Res. 1, 1 (2013) 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.1.000001 

“Self-aligning universal beam coupler,” Opt. Express 21, 6360 (2013) 
https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.21.006360 

"All linear optical devices are mode converters," Opt. Express 20, 23985 (2012) 
https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.20.023985

“Communicating with Waves Between Volumes – Evaluating Orthogonal Spatial 
Channels and Limits on Coupling Strengths,” Appl. Opt. 39, 1681–1699 (2000). 
https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.39.001681

"Spatial Channels for Communicating with Waves Between Volumes," Opt. Lett. 23, 
1645-1647 (1998) https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.23.001645
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Additional topic



Why can’t we focus more tightly?
Modes, diffraction and sum rules

David Miller
Stanford University



Beating the “diffraction limit”?

Many of the discussions of limits to 
focusing 
are given in terms of diffraction

which is a well-known and much-
studied approach

See 
Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679-825 
(2019), p. 736
for a brief discussion and 
references on this topic



A paraxial example

When we consider all the communication modes in an example 
problem

such as this one between lines of sources and receivers
we find something quite surprising



Paraxial heuristic number and paraxial degeneracy

Once we pass the number of channels we expect from 
conventional ideas of diffraction limits

the coupling strengths for any further communication modes
fall off drastically and approximately exponentially 
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Exponential fall-off of coupling

The “exponential fall-off” past some 
characteristic number of channels
appears to be common in many 
different situations
or even universal



Concentric spherical shell source and receiver spaces
are not easily analyzed by conventional “diffraction limit” theories

and do not show “paraxial degeneracy”
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They tend to show an asymptotically linear fall off in coupling 
amplitude sn

up to a “spherical heuristic number” 
one “mode” for every square half-wavelength on the inner 
sphere surface

which makes some intuitive sense
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After this linear fall-off up to ~ NSH

the coupling amplitudes show an ~ exponential fall-off
The coupling strengths have to fall off because of the sum rule

though that does not explain why this fall-off is apparently 
exponential
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Why we can’t beat the “diffraction limit”

The uniqueness of the 
communications modes
and the exponential fall-off of 
coupling strengths 
explain why focusing past the 
diffraction limit is so hard



Why we can’t beat the “diffraction limit”

We only get linear improvement in 
“resolution” 
at exponentially increasing cost

e.g., of source amplitudes
See Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679-
825 (2019), p. 732-736 



Trying to construct a Gaussian beyond the diffraction limit

Here, we try to focus to a Gaussian beam that is somewhat too small
i.e., just past the diffraction limit

By adding more of the weakly coupled modes
we can make the Gaussian beam smaller than the nominal 

diffraction limit
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Trying to construct a Gaussian beyond the diffraction limit

But, we require enormous source amplitudes
We obtain only ~ linear improvements in reduced spot size 

at exponential cost in the required source amplitudes
This is why “sub-diffraction” focusing is essentially practically impossible
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Trying to construct a “top-hat” wave

We see similar behavior for a “square” or “top-hat” spot
Even going to extremely weakly coupled modes

does not succeed in achieving a good “top hat”
because the edge features are too abrupt 

even for very weakly coupled modes



A sum rule for coupling with waves

One reason why we must have a 
strong fall-off in coupling strengths
is that there is a powerful 
underlying sum rule at work here

This sum rule works for both 
 discrete point or waveguide 

sources and receivers
 and for continuous functions

like wavefronts



A sum rule for coupling with waves

The formal proof of this sum rule 
requires functional analysis

which can sometimes be a 
forbidding subject

I have written a tutorial on that

which hopefully makes this subject 
more accessible

DM, “An introduction to functional 
analysis for science and engineering,” 

arXiv:1904.02539



A sum rule for coupling with waves

Fortunately
though that mathematics can be 
difficult
there are simple results that give 
us what we need
especially because the wave 
coupling operators are all 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators



Hilbert-Schmidt operators

For some scalar operator G
a Hilbert-Schmidt operator is one for which the 
integral over the source and receiving volumes

is finite
This will be true for any wave operator with finite 

volumes 
because finite sources give finite waves

This also extends easily to vector waves

  2 3 3;
R S

R S S R
V V

S G d d   r r r r



Hilbert-Schmidt operators

All physical wave operators are 
such Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
so we get “sum rule” results 

even as we go to continuous 
functions
and to infinite sets

This point has not been appreciated 
in previous discussions of numbers 
of communications channels



Some references for this talk

Main reference 

“Waves, modes, communications and optics” Adv. Opt. Photon. 11, 679-825 
(2019) http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AOP.11.000679

See also
“An introduction to functional analysis for science and engineering,” 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.02539
“Communicating with Waves Between Volumes – Evaluating Orthogonal 

Spatial Channels and Limits on Coupling Strengths,” Appl. Opt. 39, 1681–
1699 (2000). https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.39.001681

"Spatial Channels for Communicating with Waves Between Volumes," Opt. 
Lett. 23, 1645-1647 (1998) https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.23.001645
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